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This problem set is due 3/6/13.

1. (Roberts 1979) establishes that a deterministic allocation rule is imple-
mentable (in dominant strategies) if and only if it is a generalized utility
maximizer. (Bergemann and Välimäki 2010) derive dynamic pivot mech-
anism in a dynamic environents and show that is period ex post incentive
compatible. Extend the a¢ ne maximizer to dynamic environments as in
(Bergemann and Välimäki 2010). (Hint: It su¢ ces to consider the two
period environment. In addition, the necessary part is likely to be di¢ -
cult, so do only the su¢ cient part. The notes by (Mishra 2009) might be
useful. In particular, it appears easy to establish the result with time vary-
ing weights. The interesting aspect is whether it can be done with time
invarying weights. (This is an open problem and a complete argeument,
necessary and su¢ cient part, would clearly be publishable.)

2. Consider the following two experiments
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(a) For what values of � is S su¢ cient for S0?

(b) Suppose now that we replicate each experiment, so that the state
space is t1t1; t1t2; ::: : For what values of � is (S)

2 su¢ cient for (S0)2?

3. Theorem 12.2.2 in (Blackwell and Girshick 1954) states �ve equivalent con-
ditions for the more informative ranking of Blackwell. Give a formal and
verbal (and possibly graphic representation) of these di¤erent conditions.
Try to be as precise as possible.

4. Consider the following multi-unit pricing problem. The valuation of the
consumer for two good are uniformly, independently, and identically dis-
tributed on [a; a+ 1], and hence the joint distribuion is on [a; a+ 1] �
[a; a+ 1] with a � 0.

(a) Consider pure item pricing, i.e. the seller only o¤ers a price for each
good separately. What is the optimal pure item pricing price (as a
function of a)? For what value of a does the seller cease to exclude
buyers. What are the pro�ts of the seller?
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(b) Consider pure bundling pricing, i.e. the seller only o¤ers a single
price at which the buyers acquire both items. For what value of a
does the seller cease to exclude buyers. What are the pro�ts of the
seller? Do the pro�ts of the seller with pure bundling ever exceed the
pro�ts of the pure item pricing.

(c) Consider �nally mixed bundling pricing, where there are price for
single items, p1 = p2, and prices for the bundle pb. For what value
of a does the seller cease to exclude buyers. What are the pro�ts of
the seller?
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